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If  a debate for the best and popular email client starts between MS Outlook vs. Lotus Notes it will
be a difficult one to judge which one is better. Both the programs differ in their features, applications
and  communication process. As there are two sides of a coin, along with the white sides there are
also grey sides for both the email clients.  But in the long run of favorite and most preferred email
program, MS Outlook is one step ahead over the Lotus Notes application on the basis of user
friendly interface, cost effective, high availability and low maintenance cost.

Email programs are responsible for the communication and management of the email data. There is
a particular file  format to store the email database. In Outlook all the email components are stored
in PST file format  where as in a Lotus Notes database gets stored in an NSF file format. The need
of conversion  arises because PST files are parallelly connected with Exchange Server and the NSF
files cannot be read in the Outlook. Besides Lotus Notes is a costly application that demands high
maintenance and training cost.

A reliable, absolute, risk free  NSF to PST  converter tool acts a perfect  solution for the conversion
of Lotus Notes to new Outlook PST files. There are a number of options for conversion tools in the
market  which might leave you confused. The best way before making your final purchase is to
know freely about the NSF to PST conversion. The freeware trial version is available online which
allows you to judge the software working process, friendly interface and its efficiency. It has a
constraint towards the complete conversion. The demo version will help you to invest your money in
the trustworthy tool for your database.

Adept Features: NSF to PST Converter

	Software carries out the conversion easily from NSF files to PST file

	Modifies the PST parser as per requirements

	Recovery modes available: Normal and Advance Mode as per the requirement

	Software locates the .nsf files for conversion process

	It exports names. nsf files to Outlook contacts

	Recovers embedded pictures, attachments, font styles and color

	Supports almost all the versions of Lotus Notes to convert nsf to pst files

	Converts nsf files with all its objects including pictures, attachments, journals, encrypted emails,
folders/sub folders, groups etc.

	Before nsf email conversion gets back the backup of these files

	Converts  messages along with its entire properties like to, from bcc etc.

	Redemption in independent form GUID

	No technical expertise is required for the software
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	Software posses simplicity, interactive interface and time saving steps

	Pocket Friendly software
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AlanWilson - About Author:
Recover Data is a leading producer of a wide range of high quality data recovery and conversion
software's. Migration of Lotus Notes is a utility tool for a NSF to PST Conversion,a Lotus Notes To
Outlook, Email Conversion. It performs all the features that it claims to do. It is a simple, convenient
and comfortable software. It is a risk free, pocket friendly, time saving, smartly designed, result
oriented, effective functioning easy to use  software.
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